VIBRATORS FOR CONCRETE COUNTERTOPS

for a SUPERB finished product!

AS EASY AS 1 - 2 - 3!

1. HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRIC VIBRATORS
(some models available in aluminum)
- “Plug and play” technology -- 115 volt single phase motor plugs into any standard outlet or generator
- Low amperage draw (3 amps max)
- Speed and force adjustable with speed control (Model SPC) to adapt to different size projects
- Use with UMC style brackets for easy and correct vibrator mounting

2. TABLE ADAPTER BRACKET
Models UMC-1, UMC-2 & UMC-3
- Specially designed for concrete countertop applications
- Makes entire vibrator assembly easily portable with two lifting handles
- Mounts easily to table, either on top or underneath
- Built for the long haul – simple design and NEW high density lightweight plastic construction for durability and longevity

3. SPEED CONTROL BOX
Model SPC
- Controls speed & frequency of vibration needed, dependent on project size
- On/off switch with overload protection to protect vibrator from overloading
- Simple plug-in connection from vibrator to standard outlet or generator
- Maximize the capability of your vibrator
- Minimize the risk of vibrator overload
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MAKE YOUR STUDIO STATE-OF-THE-ART
QUICK & EASY SET UP!
CREATE QUALITY SAMPLES!

PORTABLE VIBRATORY TABLE
Model PJT-100 (custom tables available)
• Ideal for creating finished quality samples and testing new techniques
• Easily portable size for use anywhere in your studio and for quick, no fuss set up
• Suction cup feet to keep it in place during operation
• Speed control built in – simulate full table frequency on smaller samples
• “Plug and play” technology – 115V single phase motor plugs into any standard outlet or generator
• On/off switch with overload protection to protect vibrator from overloading

VIBRA-BEAM Countertop System™
• Produce a tight, dense and void-free finish ANYWHERE, in the shop or on the job
• Low cost alternative to a vibration table
• Easy to use, mounts to any standard sawhorse (not included)
• Incredibly portable, lightweight & small
• Available in either 115-volt power or pneumatic air, offering the lowest cost, portable solution available.
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